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We report the first measurement of the photoproduction cross section of the φ meson in its neutral decay mode in the reaction γp → pφ(K S K L ). The experiment was performed with a tagged photon beam of energy 1.6 E γ 3.6 GeV incident on a liquid hydrogen target of the CLAS spectrometer at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility. The pφ final state is identified via reconstruction of K S in the invariant mass of two oppositely charged pions and by requiring the missing particle in the reaction γp → pK S X to be K L . The presented results significantly enlarge the existing data on φ photoproduction. These data, combined with the data from the charged decay mode, will help to constrain different mechanisms of φ photoproduction. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Strangeness production at low photon energy starting from threshold is very interesting for different reasons. On one hand, it is an energy domain well above the region controlled by low-energy theorems [1] ; on the other hand, it is far below the region of perturbative QCD [2] [3] [4] . In this energy range various baryon resonances and coupled-channel effects may play an important role in strangeness photoproduction [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Moreover, it is important to conduct strangeness production experiments to establish the quantum numbers of the known states, as well as to search for so-called missing baryon resonances [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Because the φ meson is a particle with hidden strangeness it can be produced without an associated hyperon. The Okubo-Iizuka-Zweig (OZI) rule states that although the φ → π + π − π 0 meson decay has more phase space available, compared to φ → KK, it is suppressed owing to the fact that ss could decay to 3π only via disconnected quark graphs, which involves gluons. Similarly, owing to the suppressed strange quark content of the nucleon, φ-meson photoproduction on a nucleon should proceed via disconnected quark graphs and therefore is sensitive to processes involving gluons [15] . The same argument is also valid for φ production via decays of intermediate nonstrange baryon resonances. In addition, besides the sensitivity to the excitation of s-channel baryon resonances, φ meson production is an excellent channel to study subprocesses underlying the photoproduction of vector mesons in general.
The φ production mechanism depends on the fourmomentum transfer t = (P γ − P φ ) 2 , where P γ and P φ are the four-momenta of the incoming photon and the outgoing φ meson. At low t the reaction γp → φp can be diffractive and proceed with Pomeron exchange and suppressed π and η exchange, while the contribution of π and η exchange diagrams, as well as production of the φ via decay of excited intermediate baryon resonances, are more relevant at higher values of t [16] [17] [18] [19] . However, no information on the coupling of baryon resonances to this channel is presently available [20] .
Until now the φ photoproduction cross section has only been measured in a very limited kinematic range and only for the charged decay mode, φ → K + K [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The SAPHIR [21] and LEPS [22] data appear to show a peak in the cross section at about 1.8 E γ 2.4 GeV photon beam energy range, as presented in Fig. 1 . In contrast, the calculation of Titov and Lee [16] is smoothly increasing over this range.
Recently, Ryu et al. [29] argued that coupled-channel interactions may be responsible for the observed local enhancement of the forward cross section in a model-dependent way. The main reason for this is the proximity of the energy threshold of two processes, γp → K + (1520) and γp → φp. Therefore, the first intermediate process may affect the observed cross section of the second one owing to the final state (or coupledchannel) interaction.
An alternative explanation of the nonmonotonic energy dependence of the forward cross section is proposed in Ref. [14] , where the authors interpret the existence of the bump in the differential cross sections at forward angles and near the reaction threshold as being attributable to an excitation of missing nucleon resonances with a non-negligible strangeness content.
Equally interestingly, at certain energies φ production and baryon production can also interfere. The γp → pφ → pKK reaction can interfere with the γp → BK → pKK reaction [where B is a baryon resonance that can decay to pK(K)] because both have the same final state. For example, the final state pK − K + can result from either φ photoproduction in the charged decay channel or from production of a K + and a prominent (1520) hyperon resonance with subsequent decay to pK − . However, if this is the case, then the photoproduction cross section associated with the pK S K L final state in the neutral decay mode φ → K S K L should differ from the charged decay mode as there is no similar prominent meson-baryon production mechanism in this case.
The analysis of φ photoproduction in the neutral decay channel is therefore a powerful tool to achieve a deeper 055206 (Color online) Measured φ photoproduction cross section for the charged kaon decay channel (dσ/dt), extrapolated to t = t min , as a function of incident photon energy E γ [22] . The dashed line shows the cross section calculated according to the model of Titov and Lee [16] .
understanding of the underlying photoproduction mechanisms. The high-statistics CLAS data allow a measurement of the photoproduction cross section of the φ meson in this decay mode over a wide kinematic range.
II. EXPERIMENT
The present analysis is based on the g11a data set collected in 2004 using the CLAS detector at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (Jefferson Lab) [30] . The experiment was performed using a photon beam produced through bremsstrahlung from an electron beam of energy 4.02 GeV. A scintillator hodoscope system combined with a dipole magnet was used to tag the photon time and energy in the range of 0.8 to 3.8 GeV with a resolution of 0.1% of the incident electron energy [31] . The photon timing resolution was 120 ps. In this experiment the photon beam was incident on a 40-cm-long liquid hydrogen target, centered 10 cm upstream from the center of the CLAS detector. The integrated luminosity was approximately 80 pb −1 . A segmented scintillator detector (the Start Counter) surrounding the target was used for timing and triggering purposes [32] . Particles from the reaction were detected in the CLAS detector, consisting of six identical sectors, equipped with time-of-flight (TOF) scintillator counters [33] , electromagnetic calorimeters [34] , drift chambers [35] [36] [37] [38] , andČerenkov counters [39] , covering nearly 4π solid angle. The drift chambers consisted of three regions, located at three radial locations in each of the six sectors. The first region was placed before the strong magnetic field region, the second region was placed inside of a toroidal magnetic field used for momentum analysis, and the third region was placed after the magnetic field. The momentum resolution of the CLAS detector is momentum dependent and is of the order of P /P ∼ 0.5%. Charged-particle identification is based on simultaneous measurement of their momenta and TOF. Owing to various misalignments of the photon tagging system components, the measured photon energy had some inaccuracies causing reconstructed particle masses to deviate from their correct values. The momenta of detected particles also had inaccuracies because of the energy loss during their flight through the target and detectors. The discrepancies in the toroidal magnetic field map and in drift-chamber survey information were causing some deviations in reconstructed particle momenta. To correct these inaccuracies, photon beam energy and charged-particle momentum corrections were applied to data. The raw data used in this analysis were processed in the same way as in Ref. [40] , including corrections for the energy loss of charged particles in the target, uncertainties in the magnetic field, and misalignments of the drift chambers.
III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Reconstruction of the final state
To select the desired final state, we required that the events contained only three reconstructed charged particles in the final state: a proton, π + , and π − . These particles were identified by the standard CLAS event reconstruction software. The particle identification was based on the difference between the measured velocity β meas of the detected particle and the expected velocity β th calculated from the measured momentum and the masses of the different particles. The particle type was chosen based on the minimum difference between the measured β meas and β th velocities.
The start time of the event at the interaction vertex was determined using the rf signal from the accelerator injector that defined the timing of the electron bunches in the beam. The correct bunch containing the original electron that produced the interacting photon was selected by matching the timing information from the tagger counters and the CLAS Start Counter. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the difference between the times from the best matching Start Counter hit and the time of all hits in the photon tagger in the event. The 2-ns structure corresponds to the bunch spacing of the electrons in the CEBAF beam that were designated for Hall B extraction. To suppress the accidental coincidences from the different beam bunches, we apply a cut on the time difference |Tag Time − Start Time| < 2 ns. We also required that events contain only one photon detected in the photon tagging system within this -ns time interval.
The momenta for protons and pions were required to be P π > 0.1 GeV and P p > 0.35 GeV, respectively, to avoid momentum values where charged track reconstruction becomes problematic. The minimum momentum cuts eliminate a very small fraction of pions (about 0.4%) and protons (about 3%) in our selected event sample.
K S mesons are reconstructed using the invariant mass M(π + π − ) of the π + π − system. Because the mean lifetime of the K L mesons is about 50 ns, few K L decayed in the CLAS detector. Thus, K L particles were reconstructed from the missing mass of the detected particles in the γp → pπ 2 , where P i are the four momenta of the photon, target proton, detected π + and π − , and proton, respectively. The missing mass of the γp → pX system was used to select events coming from the decay of the φ meson.
To suppress the background under the φ meson, cuts were applied to the following distributions: 
008 GeV; (c) with the previous cut and an additional cut on the missing mass of γp → pX, |M X − M φ | < 0.02 GeV.
cuts on the K S mass and with a cut on M φ . To select K L , a cut was applied on the missing mass M X (γp → pπ 
008 GeV; (c) with the previous cut and an additional cut on the mass of the missing K L from the γp → pπ through the prominent peak at around 1.02 GeV, after cuts: (a) |M(
The signal-tobackground ratio improves significantly after all three cuts are applied. Figure 5 shows that even after the application of the cuts described above there is still visible background left under the φ peak. The background is asymmetric, causing simple sideband subtraction techniques to be less reliable for signalbackground separation. Figure 6 shows the fits of M X (γp → pX) mass distributions for a given photon energy range and in different cos θ c.m. bins, where θ c.m. is the polar angle of the φ meson in the center-of-mass system of γp → φp. The black points are the experimental data shown with the statistical uncertainties. A Voigt profile, which is a convolution of Lorentzian and Gaussian profiles, was used for the fit of the φ signal and to account for the broadening of the signal width owing to the detector resolution effects,
B. Background subtraction
where is the width of the φ, μ is the mean of the φ mass distribution, σ is the standard deviation from the mean value for the particular E γ and cos θ c.m. bin, m is the φ mass, ζ = cos θ c.m. , and F is a fit parameter. The Gaussian part of the fit function accounts for the detector resolution impact on the signal width, and the Lorentzian profile describes the natural width of the φ. The detector resolution for the mass was allowed to vary in the fit. The background function used for the fit is of the form
where a and b are obtained from the fit to the data for each bin. Here m K = 0.497 648 GeV is the mass of a K 0 meson. The total statistics at very backward angles is marginal and extraction of the signal becomes unreliable. Therefore, these kinematic regions were disregarded.
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The signal separation for the measurements is done on an event-by-event basis using the fit parameters of the φ mass distribution in different E γ and cos θ c.m. bins to weight each event with the signal probability coefficient defined as
C. Monte Carlo simulation
To correct the experimental data for acceptance and efficiency, we developed an event generator and used it in conjunction with the simulation of the CLAS detector response. The Monte Carlo (MC) events are generated using the Titov and Lee theoretical model for φ photoproduction [16] , which describes well the existing data for 1.6 < E γ < 3.6 GeV and for the range of t = (P γ − P φ ) 2 covered by this experiment. The φ then decays as follows:
The simulated final state of pπ + π − is then passed through the GEANT simulation program (GSIM) for the CLAS detector and is processed with the GSIM post processing (GPP) package, which takes into account missing detector channels and finite detector resolution. Finally, all the simulated events are reconstructed using the CLAS standard reconstruction code (RECSIS).
The φ decay angular dependencies are taken from the Pomeron exchange model of Titov and Lee [16] . The t dependence of the φ production is parametrized by the exponential form with I ∼ e −B(t−t min ) , with a constant slope of B = 3.4 GeV −2 . The MC events were generated using uniform photon energy distribution. The photon energy dependence was determined by fitting the reconstructed simulated events to the experimental yield.
The detector acceptance correction factor, here also referred to as acceptance correction, is obtained for every E γ and cos θ c.m. bin as the ratio of the number of reconstructed events to the number of simulated events. The relative uncertainty of the acceptance correction is estimated on a bin-by-bin basis by assuming a binomial distribution for the detection and reconstruction probability and using the following expression:
where N is the total number of simulated events and R is the number of accepted events. The average uncertainties owing to the acceptance corrections are on the order of ≈5% and are included into the statistical uncertainty of the measured values on a bin-by-bin basis.
D. Fiducial cuts
Both the experimental data and the detector acceptance were binned in two dimensions: the incident photon energy E γ and either cos θ c.m. or |t − t min |. The cross sections were averaged over the azimuthal angle. The bin sizes of the data and acceptance lookup tables were the same. To avoid the areas at the edges of the CLAS kinematic coverage, where our detector simulation did not reliably reproduce the experimental data, we developed a cut to eliminate those data bins. First, we found the t bin with maximal value of acceptance for each energy bin. Next, we eliminated all t bins where the acceptance value was estimated to be less than 12% from its maximal value for the same energy bin.
For this analysis the proton, π + , and π − detection efficiencies were obtained using two reactions:
Events were selected based on complete exclusivity; in case one particle was missed it was reconstructed by missing mass. The efficiencies were obtained as a function of the θ and φ angles and momenta of the detected particles in the laboratory frame. We only used these efficiency values for cuts and did not apply them to the data because the detector inefficiencies were already accounted for by using the GSIM and GPP package (Sec. III C). More details about the detection efficiency in this analysis can be found in Ref. [41] .
The fiducial cuts were applied to eliminate regions of the detector where the particle detection and reconstruction efficiency changed rapidly and was less than 40%. Additionally, events with kinematics corresponding to malfunctioning TOF scintillator paddles were excluded. These two cuts were applied both to data and to MC reconstructed events.
E. Normalization
The differential cross sections are calculated using
Here A, ρ, and L are the atomic weight, density, and the length of the target, respectively. N A is Avogadro's number and F(E γ ) is the total number of photons incident on the target in that photon energy bin. (t − t min ) = 0.04 GeV 2 is the t − t min bin size. BR ≈ 0.342 [20] is the branching ratio for the decay φ → K S K L . Y(E γ ,t − t min ) is the number of events in the given photon energy and t − t min bin, that passed all cuts (see Table I ) after the background separation (see Sec. III B). η(E γ ,t − t min ) is the acceptance in the (E γ ,t − t min ) bin. The cross sections dσ/d cos θ c.m. was obtained in the same way as a function of cos θ c.m. using the corresponding yields and acceptance correction factors and the cos θ c.m. bin size of 0.1.
The photon flux for the experiment was obtained using the CLAS GFLUX software package [42] . In the g11a experiment a 
Cuts Description
Momentum cuts [45] linear dependence of the normalized photon yield on the beam current was observed. This was suggested to be attributable to the malfunctioning of the hardware used to estimate the data acquisition live time. A correction factor was obtained fitting the yield dependence on the beam current with a line and correcting for the drop in the normalized yield. This factor was 1.187 at the electron beam current of 65 nA [43] .
As mentioned in Sec. III A, it was required to have only one photon present in the tagger within the ±2-ns time interval between the tagger and the Start Counter: |TAG time − ST time | < 2 ns. This cut removed some good events from the data. This loss of events was corrected for by normalizing the overall yield with two correction factors: multiple hits and time window. The multiple hits correction was found to be on the order of 18% for our process and was obtained by comparison of the φ meson yields with and without the requirement to have only one good photon detected by the tagger for the event. The 6% time window correction is obtained by comparing the yields with t = 2 ns cut and with t = 15 ns (no cut) [43] .
F. Systematic uncertainties
The summary of the estimated relative systematic uncertainties of the measured cross sections is given in Table II. As described in Sec. III B, the φ meson background was estimated from the fits of the φ mass distributions in each photon energy and cos θ c.m. bin. The systematic uncertainty owing to background subtraction was estimated from the uncertainties of the fit parameters and in average was on the order of 10%.
To eliminate low-efficiency regions of the detector a cut was applied on the single-particle detection efficiencies. This cut was applied to both the reconstructed MC events and the data (see Sec. III D). The systematic uncertainty of this cut was estimated by measuring the acceptance-corrected cross sections for three different efficiency cuts: 30%, 35%, and 40%. The systematic uncertainty was estimated bin by bin as the standard deviation of the three resulting cross sections. The average systematic uncertainty owing to the efficiency cut was about 6%.
In the previous section we described a correction factor owing to the beam current dependence of the normalized yield for the g11a experiment. This factor was obtained by a fit and has an uncertainty of about 3%.
The photon flux normalization uncertainty of 7.7% was obtained from comparison of the cross sections for a set of reference reactions (K + , pω, pη) measured using the current (g11a) data set and other experimental data [44, 46, 47] .
The overall systematic uncertainty of the differential cross section averaged over all bins is about 14%.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The differential cross section for φ meson photoproduction was measured as a function of |t − t min | and cos θ c.m. for different photon energy bins. The differential cross section dσ/dt was also measured as a function of E γ for different cos θ c.m. bins.
A. The t dependence
The differential cross sections dσ/dt were obtained for different four-momentum transfer t − t min bins and for 0.1-GeV photon energy bins in the photon energy range 1.6-3.6 GeV. Corresponding data tables are presented in Tables III-XI. Figures 7 and 8 show the |t − t min | dependencies of the differential cross section for different photon energy bins. The world data for the charged decay channel are also included for comparison. The neutral decay mode data are fitted with an exponential function (solid lines) to obtain the differential cross section at t = t min and the slope of the t dependence of φ photoproduction. These measurements show that in addition to the fast exponential falloff, which is characteristic of t-channel exchange, at the higher values of the photon beam energy (about 2 GeV) the cross section distribution starts flattening at larger values of t. This is indicative of the possible presence of other mechanisms of φ production, such as excitation and decay of intermediate nucleon resonances [19] . 
B. The E γ dependence
For this work, the differential cross section dσ/dt for the process will be given as Figures 11 and 12 show the E γ dependence of the differential cross section dσ/dt in different cos θ c.m. bins. dσ/dt is measured at different photon energies E γ (for 0.05-GeV-wide bins of E γ ). In forward angle cos θ c.m. bins, corresponding to the low-t region, there appears to be a local enhancement in dσ/dt in the range of 2.0 < E γ < 2.4 GeV and a maximum at about E γ ≈ 2.2 GeV. In this angular region, at higher energies (E γ > 2.6 GeV) the cross section behavior is almost constant, as expected by Pomeron exchange mechanism dominance in φ production [16] .
C. Total cross section
To determine the total cross section, an exponential function of the form Ae −B|t−t min | + P (3), where P (3) is a third-order polynomial function, is used to fit the |t − t min | dependence of the differential cross section dσ/dt. The fit range was selected to have the χ 2 /ndf value closest to 1. The extracted values of the differential cross section at t = t min and the t slope from the fit depend on the range of the fit and vary within 10%. The higher t regions, where the cross section increases and deviates from the exponential behavior, were not included in the fit. Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show the total cross section and the B slopes for the different photon energy bins, respectively. The total cross section still has some enhancement in the photon beam energy range of about 1.8-2.3 GeV just as observed in the charged-mode decay. The photon beam energy dependence of the slope of the t distribution also has some local structure in the photon beam energy range of 1.8-2.3 GeV. Corresponding data tables are summarized in Table XVI .
V. CONCLUSIONS
Differential cross sections for photoproduction of the φ meson via its neutral decay channel in the reaction γp → pφ(K S K L ) have been measured for the first time. The t dependence of the cross section at fixed photon energy indicates that the mechanism of φ production deviates from an exponential behavior at higher values of t. Detailed model calculations will be required to estimate the relative contribution to the φ production stemming from Pomeron, π , and η exchanges. The presented data will help to constrain the contribution of intermediate s-channel nucleon resonances and final-state interactions.
However, the energy dependence of the differential cross section at the forward limit shows a similar local maximum as was observed previously in photoproduction of the φ meson in the charged decay mode. There are different explanations for this local maximum based on either coupled-channel effects, excitation of intermediate nucleon resonances, or interference with (1520) production as was proposed in Refs. [14, 17, 18, 29] .
A full understanding of the mechanism of φ photoproduction at low energy and especially the energy dependence of the forward cross sections will require systematic comparison of theoretical model predictions with experimental data. Theoretical models for this purpose should include not only the φ photoproduction in both decay modes, but also the photoproduction cross sections of associated pK(K) system as meson-baryon final states are significantly different in these two decay modes. [21] results, the open squares (blue) are the LEPS [22] results, the open crosses (magenta) are the DARESBURY [23] data, the stars (black) are the SLAC [24] data, the open upward triangles (black) are the BONN [25] data, and the solid squares (cyan) are the DESY [26] data. The dashed curve represents the prediction of a model including the Pomeron trajectory, π , and η exchange processes [16] . 
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